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Cannonball adderley freddie freeloader transcription

If you are a national of an EU member state, you may not use this service unless you are at least 16 years old. Stop wasting time looking for files and revisions. Connect your Gmail, Drive, Dropbox, and Slack accounts, and in less than 2 minutes, Dokkio automatically organizes all your attachments. Read more and claim your free account. Page story last edited by Jebmusic 11 years, 2 months ago Soloist Julian Cannonball Adderley Soloist Instrument Other Staff Miles Davis Wynton Kelly Jimmy Cobb Paul Chambers John Coltrane Song
Title Alternate Title (s) Album Artist Format Composer of Song: Lyrycist no Vocal performance also performed by John Hendricks Performance/Recording Date march 2 and April 22, 1959 30th Street Studio Decade Publication Date Publisher Style (s) in this special version Form of Song Features of Solo: Features of Rhythm section Key: Tempo: Comments: Other recordings of this song listen to clips of this and other recordings - - Lead Sheet Sources Printed Transcription Sources Hal Leonard Transcription book (full album) MP3, CD,
Transcription, other recordings of this song or sheet music on Amazon.com By clicking here Деякі функції Word не вьдобразазтьсяв Google Документаь. Якщо ви внесете зммзни, налаьтування зиз ункзй буде скинуто.Докладніе Embed Size (px) px344 x 292429 x 357514 x 422599 x 487DESCRIPTIONTranscription : Simon Le GallouText from Freddie Freeloader - Cannonball Adderley Solo - Pour FlûteFlteB7 q = 132E7 B7 5F7 E79A7 11B713 E7 15B7 F719E7 A7 22 B7 25 E72844&amp;bb3&gt;transcription : Simon Le Gallou^33
3Freddie Freeloader - Cannonball Adderley Solopour teMiles Davis&amp;bb&gt;&gt; &gt;3333&amp;bb&gt;3 6&amp;bb3&amp;bb&amp;bb.. &gt;^ &gt;^ &gt; 33 3 3 33&amp;bb3 3&amp;bb3&amp;bb3&amp;bb3 3&amp;bb63#J nbbnn b b BJnJ#JJ n Jb b n b nb n b n nb n N B#Jnb nb Jb JJJ J Jb n b #JJ n n nbb#Jn n b #nn # nn bnJbJ#J b n #JJ n b # bnn b B7 30F7 E7 A7 33B7 37E7 41B7 F743E7 A746B7 49 E7 52B7 F755E7 A758 B760&amp;bb33&amp;bb3&amp;bb333&amp;bb3
3&amp;bb3&amp;bb333&amp;bb333&amp;bb333&amp;bb3&amp;bb3&amp;bb3&amp;bb3&amp;bb33&amp;bb333&amp;bb333&amp;bb333&amp;bb33&amp;bb33&amp;bb3&amp;bb3&amp;bb333&amp;bb333&amp;bb3&amp;bb3&amp;bb3&amp;bb3&amp;bb3&amp;bb3&amp;bb3&amp;bb3&amp;bb333&amp;bb3333&amp;bb3&amp;bb3&amp;bb3&amp;BB3&amp;BB3&amp;BB3&amp;BB3&amp;BB3&amp;bb33&amp;bb333&amp;bb333&amp;bb333&amp;bb3&amp;bb3&amp;bb3&amp;bb333&amp;bb333&amp;bb333&amp;bb333&amp;bb;bb3
33&amp;bb3 333&amp;bb3 333&amp;bb3 333&amp;bb3 3&amp;bb3 3&amp;bb3 3&amp;bb3 3&amp;bb3&amp;bb3 3&amp;bb3 33&amp;bb3&amp;bb3&amp;bb3&amp;bb3&amp;bb3&amp;bb3&amp;bb3&amp;bb3&amp;bb3&amp;bb3&amp;bb3 bb3 3&amp;bb3 3&amp;bb3 3&amp;bb3 3&amp;bb3 3&amp;bb3 3&amp;bb3 333&amp;b.33&amp;bb3&amp;3 #Jnb 3&amp;bb3 33&amp;bb3 333&amp;bb3
3&amp;bb3&amp;bb3&amp;bb3&amp;bb3&amp;bb3&amp;bb3&amp;bb3&amp;bb3&amp;bb3&amp;bb3&amp;bb3&amp;bb3&amp;3&amp;bb3&amp;bb3&amp;bb3&amp;3&amp;bb3&amp;3&amp;bb3&amp;bb3&amp;bb3&amp;3&amp;bb3&amp;BB3&amp;3&amp;BB3&amp;BB3&amp;BB3 amp;bb333&amp;bb3&amp;bb3&amp;bb #J# Jb#JJb n bnnJb #JJn #JJJJ#JbJ n b n#JJ nJ b bnbn #Jb nbbb nJnn JJ b b b nnb#JJ J#Jbn bn b nb#Jn#J bb bb #JJ n n b# nb b n b ##JnJb n #J 2RecommendedView & this article is about the jazz
composition. For red skelton character, see Red Skelton. For the 1981 TV special, watch Freddie the freeloader's Christmas dinner. For Jon Hendrick's album, see Freddie Freeloader (album). Freddie by Miles Davisfrom the album Kind of BlueReleasedAugust 17, 1959 (1959-08-17)RecordedMarch 2, 1959GenreModal jazzLength9:46LabelColumbiaComposer (s) Miles DavisProducer (s) Teo Macero Freddie Freeloader is a composition of Miles Davis and is the second track on his 1959 1959 A little blue. The play takes the form of a
twelve-bar blues in B♭, but the chord over the last two bars of each choir is an A♭7, not the traditional B♭7 followed by either F7 for a turnaround or some variation of B♭7 for an ending. Davis employed Wynton Kelly as pianist for this track instead of Bill Evans, for whom Kelly was something of a blues specialist. [1] The solos are by Kelly, Miles Davis, John Coltrane, Cannonball Adderley and Paul Chambers. [2] The origin of the title is disputed. Jon Hendricks and Kind of Blue chronicler Ashley Kahn claim that Fred Tolbert was a Philadelphia
bartender whose business cards read Freddie the freeloader. According to the documentary Kind of Blue: Made in Heaven, and an anecdote from jazz pianist Monty Alexander, the piece was named after someone named Freddie, who would often try to see the music Davis and others perform without paying (and thus freeloading). [1] [3] The name may also have been inspired by Red Skelton's most famous character, Freddie the Freeloader hobo clown. [1] [2] Jon Hendricks, on the eponymous record, added vocal lyrics to all the original
solos (even singing Coltrane's part), reimagining it as a story of a bartender who allowed jazz musicians to freeload at his bar at the expense of other patrons. Staff (as pr liner notes) Miles Davis - trumpet Julian Cannonball Adderley - alto saxophone John Coltrane - tenor saxophone Wynton Kelly - piano Paul Chambers - double bass Jimmy Cobb - drums Notes ^a b c Fifty Years Today: Freddie Freeloader and the start of Kind of Blue. All about Jazz. Filed from the original on April 26, 2015 Downloaded 29 September 2010. ^ 1.0 1.1 Kurtz,
Alan. Miles Davis: Freddie Freeloader. Jazz.com. Filed from the original on September 11, 2015. Downloaded 29 September 2010. ^ Americana. External links Freddie Freeloader on Allmusic Sourced from Below is a selection of youtube videos with some great solos to transcribe. Transcribing means making an exact copy.  In jazz, transcription is used to replicate what a jazz master has done. Musical transcription is done by ear from a recording. The transcript listens to the recording over and over again in small segments and mimics the
sound on his instrument. Some transcribers write solo down, but I encourage you to try to learn solo entirely in aural realm, without any written notes. You'll learn it more completely and get a better sense of jazz bending of solo, not just the notes. Some solos below are more challenging than others, so take a listen and have fun! I guarantee you will be surprised by your ability to transcribe! Paul Chambers - bass - bass - at beginningMiles Davis - trumpet - begins at 1:30John Coltrane - tenor sax - begins at 3:25Cannonball Adderley - alto
sax - begins at 5:16Bill Evans - piano - begins at 7:02 Wynton Kelly - piano - begins at 0:45Miles Davis - trumpet - begins at 2:13John Coltrane - tenor sax - begins at 4:29Cannonball Adderley - alto sax - begins at 6:22 Miles Davis - trumpet - begins at 1:45Cannonball Adderley - alto sax - begins at 4:00John Coltrane - tenor sax - begins 6:14Bill Evans - piano - begins at 8:26 John Coltrane - tenor sax - begins at 0:38Lee Morgan - trumpet - begins at 3:24Curtis Fuller - trombone - begins at 5:12Kenny Drew - piano - begins at 7:02Paul
Chambers - bass - begins at 9:07 Miles Davis - trumpet - begins at 0:32John Coltrane - tenor sax - begins at 2:44Red Garland - piano - begins at 4:36Paul Chambers - bass - begins at 5:58 Johnny Hodges - alto sax - begins at 1:15 Paul Desmond - alto sax - begins at 1:04 Phil Woods - alto sax - begins at 2:57 Sonny Rollins - tenor sax - begins at 0:55 Ben Webster - tenor sax - begins at 0:17 Cat Anderson - trumpet - begins at 0:32 Lee Morgan - trumpet - begins at 1:50Joe Henderson - tenor sax - begins at 3:42Barry Harris - piano -
begins at 5:33Bob Cranshaw - bass - begins at 7:0 27 Kenny Dorham - trumpet - begins at 1:01Joe Henderson - tenor sax - begins at 2:36McCoy Tyner - piano - begins at 3:46Butch Warren - bass - begins at 5:20 stan getz - tenor sax - begins at 2:35 Lou Donaldson - alto sax - begins 0:48 Coleman Hawkins - tenor sax - begins at 0:0 9 Lester Young - tenor sax - begins at 0:44 Stan Getz - tenor sax - begins at 0:53 Stan Getz - tenor sax - begins at 0:38J.J. Johnson - trombone - begins at 3:29 pm / point / detail / S / Kind of Blue/5972440
Kind of Blue (Transcribed Score - Deluxe Hardcover Edition) Miles Davis - Hall Leonard Corporation Considered by experts as the best jazz recording of all time , the 1959 release Kind of Blue is one of the most influential albums in the history of jazz. This hardcover deluxe edition includes transcriptions of all the improvised solos as well as sketch scores for all the songs from this seminal release, including Miles' trumpet parts; john coltrane and Cannonball Adderley's brilliant saxophone work; a full transcript of Wynton Kelly's piano solo on
Freddie Freeloader; and the rhythm section parts of Paul Chambers and Jimmy Cobb, which can be used as guides for the feel of each composition. The songs are: So what; Freddie Freeloader; Blue in green; All Blues and Flamenco Sketches. Also included are stunning images and an essay written specifically for this edition by composer Bill Kirchner, who won a Grammy for his notes on Sony's Miles Davis/Gil Evans boxed set, and edited The Miles Davis Reader for the Smithsonian Institute Press. This belongs in any jazz student, jazz
player and jazz educator library! Milwaukee, WI: Hal Leonard Corporation Corporation Choose a product My Library Select Product Trumpet Solo Collection &amp; Sketch Score #5972440 What is my library? Loading... Powered by Rating-System.com NPR websites use cookies, similar tracking and storage technologies, and information about the device you use to access our websites (together ,cookies) to improve your viewing, listening and user experience, customize content, customize messages from NPR sponsors, provide social
media features, and analyze NPR traffic. This information is shared with social media, sponsorship, analytics and other vendors or service providers. See details. You can click on your choices below to learn about and use cookie management tools to limit the use of cookies when you visit NPR's websites. You can adjust your cookie choices in these tools at any time. If you click Accept and continue below, you acknowledge that your cookie choices in these tools will be respected and that you otherwise agree to the use of cookies on NPR's
websites. Your choices Log in with your Amazon credentials and easily pay with address and payment information stored in your Amazon account. Account.
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